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JOHN KAY

D
avid Landes’ last book, The

Wealth and Poverty of

Nations, displayed the

magisterial talents of the mature

historian drawing on the reading

and experience of a lifetime. In

Dynasties, Landes adopts a

narrower canvas—the achievement

of great business families. 

The title page talks of success

and failure in family businesses. But

the case studies Landes uses do not

describe the kinds of people nor the

kinds of enterprises that normally

come to mind when we think of

family business. His subjects are the

banking houses of Baring,

Rothschild and Morgan; the

automobile businesses of the Fords,

Agnellis, Peugeots and Toyodas;

and the mining and mineral

operations of the Rockefellers,

Guggenheims, Schlumbergers and

Wendels. The great majority of

enterprises around the world are, he

emphasises, family firms—but not

family firms like these.

Each of Landes’ accounts has a

central character of extraordinary

talent, ambition and commitment,

who not only establishes a great

business but exerts an influence on

his family that reverberates through

succeeding generations—men such

as John D. Rockefeller and Mayer

Rothschild. There are rarely more

than one or two such individuals in a

generation. The exaggerated role

attributed to heroic leaders in

modern business comes from an

attempt by successful bureaucrats,

whose political skills have taken

them to the top of a corporate

ladder, to suggest that their own

roles—and remuneration—are of

equal significance. But Henry Ford

and J.P. Morgan were of a different

stamp.

For each dynasty, family

control tends to erode as the

market value and capital

needs of the business expand.

Successive generations use

the wealth created in the

business to pursue other

commercial interests or

politics, explore cultural

pursuits, or simply enjoy the

indolence of affluence.

But Landes shows that the most

powerful and enduring dynasties

are those that do not simply

maintain dynastic control over the

business, but dynastic control over

the family. Marriages mostly take

place within the extended family,

daughters often pushed out of the

process of succession. The most

remarkable and tenacious of such

dynastic families—the

Rothschilds—exerted as much

influence over the marriage choices

of their members as any royal court.

Rothschilds were strongly

encouraged to marry Rothschilds.

Suzanne Peugeot, perhaps the most

accomplished businesswoman in

the book, married her cousin Jean-

Frederic Peugeot, brother of the

founder of the modern

enterprise.

Successful dynasties

transmit not only the

ownership, but the values of

the builders of the businesses to

successive generations. John D

Rockefeller, for whom the

sociologist Max Weber might

have invented the term Protestant

work ethic, travelled to work on the

Sixth Avenue elevated railway and

educated his children to earn

nickels and dimes from household

chores. The notion of the Protestant

ethic recurs in the book, echoing a

theme of The Wealth and Poverty of

Nations. Two of the three French

dynasties are Protestant families

and the other, the Alsatian Wendels,

are much the least well known of all

the families considered. There is a

hint that they may have been

included specifically to de-

emphasise the issue of religious

affiliation.

Religion is not an essential part

of the dynastic story, but is a

component. The overall score is six

Protestant, two Jewish, two Catholic

and one Buddhist family. The piety

of the dynastic founders is partly

why the public service tradition

remained so much stronger among

the Rockefellers and Rothschilds

than, say, the Barings and Morgans.

But the Catholic Agnellis are

publicly known as much for their

flamboyant lifestyle as for their

business achievements.

Landes appears to challenge the

thesis of his Harvard contemporary

and rival Alfred Chandler, that the

success of 20th-century business

was directly related to the speed of

adoption of modern professional

management systems. The way in

which General Motors overtook

Ford exemplifies Chandler’s thesis

and was the case from which

Chandler began, though Toyota’s

subsequent success in overtaking

GM might be used to develop a

different position. But, aside from

occasional disparaging references

to the bean-counters of both Detroit

companies, Landes does not

develop the argument.

Landes’ distaste for theories,

especially formal ones in economics

and business, is evident—perhaps

with good cause. This book is

written, and reads, as a series of

fascinating and individual stories,

and can be sufficiently enjoyed for

its gripping account of some of the

most significant, and intriguing,

figures in modern business.
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M
istakes are often the result of

desperation, and/or bad advice.

Both cloud judgment. The Con-

gress, ever since it came back to

power at the Centre in 2004, has had

a surfeit of all three—desperation, poor

advice and bad judgment. Nothing else

can explain its anxiety to dismiss the

Mulayam Singh Yadav government

in UP, after having supported it till a few

days ago, and just a week before he

is due to test his majority. It seems to

have forgotten its misadventures in Goa,

Jharkhand and Bihar. There also it

did exactly the same thing and came off

worse for wear. All the three oc-

curred in the last 24 months. As po-

litical stupidity and a refusal to learn

go, this would be a hard record to

beat, not least because in UP the

Congress actually has the BJP’s sup-

port. If that alone doesn’t strengthen

Muslim support to Mulayam Singh, one

wonders what will.

Nor does the cost-benefit ratio

appear favourable to the Congress.

It has 19 seats in the current state

assembly. Does it really think that

by dismissing Mulayam Singh it can

increase this number? If so, to what?

Is the Constitution to be subverted

for this mess of electoral pottage? Is

the Supreme Court’s decision in the

SR Bommai case to be disregarded for

this gain? Sonia Gandhi and Man-

mohan Singh need to reflect long

and hard. As things stand, the costs

hugely outweigh the benefits for every-

one except the Samajwadi Party, which

will get the sympathy vote as also

the benefit of a consolidated Muslim

vote. The Communists, who have

taken a principled stand, will gain at

the expense of the Congress and the

BJP. In sum, dismissal is both wrong

and not worth it in terms of the elec-

toral calculus. 

The provocation for the urge to

dismiss has come from the Supreme

Court’s decision that disqualified 13

of the 37 defectors who had joined

the Samajwadi Party in order to en-

able to it to form the government in Sep-

tember 2003. The election of February

2002 had been inconclusive but the

SP had been the single-biggest party

in the assembly. The BJP and the BSP

then formed the government, with Ms

Mayawati as the chief minister. A year

later the BJP walked out of the part-

nership. This was followed by large-scale

defections from the BSP to the SP

and Mulayam Singh formed a govern-

ment, which had the support of the Con-

gress. But it did not join it. Now, in a

fit of sanctimony and piousness, it wants

to dismiss the very government it has

supported for more than three years. 

This and the previous episodes of

the misuse of Article 356—mostly by

the Congress, it should be noted—lend

weight to the Communist demand

that this Article needs to be revisited.

Few people know it, but this Article

is a reproduction of Section 193 of

the Government of India Act of 1935. It

was an imperial device to ensure that

the natives, who would soon be form-

ing their own governments in the provinces,

did not start acting against the imperial

interest. It was retained in 1950 because

there was a genuine fear that India might

not hold together. The requirement

of a Constitutional breakdown was code

for secessionist demands. That threat

is now mostly gone. The greater dan-

ger now is that the party or coalition

in power at the Centre finds a state gov-

ernment inconvenient, and discreetly

asks the governor of the state to send

the kind of order identified with the

queen of hearts in Alice in Wonderland:

Off with his head! In other words,

Article 356 needs amending. The re-

gional parties have the most to gain

from this, so it is doubly surprising that

the DMK in Tamil Nadu should de-

cide to play along in UP; after all, it

has been the victim of Article 356 in the

past. All regional parties should ex-

ert pressure so that the conditions

under which this Article can be used

are made both specific and much more

restrictive. 

The urge to dismiss

T
hat the Indian consumer is a breed

apart was demonstrated in the

latest global ACNielsen Con-

sumer Confidence and Opinions

Survey. Indicator: even as India

once again topped the 45-country sur-

vey with a consumer confidence index

of 137, suggesting the highest opti-

mism about the future, Indian con-

sumers do not seem to be willing to

spend much. The country does not fig-

ure in the top 10 spenders’ list for

any of the categories, except for in-

vesting in shares and mutual funds,

where it leads the world. On the

other hand, more than half the re-

spondents from the country keep their

spare cash in bank accounts, while they

are in the lower 30th percentile

when it comes to choosing holidays

and new clothes. That’s a very dif-

ferent pattern, for example, from

the Russians and the Thais, who while

scoring a lower 107 in consumer

confidence, are on top of the respec-

tive lists when it comes to updating

wardrobes and taking holidays. 

India stands out again while fac-

toring in “concern areas” as reflect-

ed in consumer confidence: apart from

terrorism, the country does not ap-

pear in the top 10 list for any of the

areas of concern. Further, it is seventh

in the list of countries that have no

worries at all! The conclusions are

mutually reinforcing: even though In-

dians are on a high, with minimum

worries and high confidence about

job prospects and the economy,

they remain conservative when it

comes to spending.

What does such consumer behav-

iour mean? One, despite the higher

growth in spends by consumers in

recent years, the continued conser-

vatism shows that, in many areas,

the market potential may only have

been scratched at the surface. The sec-

ond implication would be that the high-

er consumer confidence could in itself

be a reflection of the fact that they

are conservative spenders. Because,

while they are not free-wheeling shop-

pers, they also top the charts in sav-

ings in mutual funds and shares. There

is a financial foundation on which their

confidence is built.

What should companies be doing

while targeting this special breed of

consumers? The obvious answer would

be to make brands more relevant

for them. Smart companies are already

doing this by regionalising their brands.

Second, there is the need to identify

future growth segments and start build-

ing a knowledge base from this per-

spective. ITC has managed the tran-

sition in recent years from a compa-

ny that mostly had an understand-

ing of male preferences (cigarettes) to

understanding the housewife as

well. Third, companies should ride on

both well-entrenched trends as well as

those which are yet to be estab-

lished. The focus on health and well-

being is an emerging trend which com-

panies like Pepsi (through Tropicana)

are riding on. On the other hand,

Hindustan Lever has identified “return

to nature” and “increased social

consciousness” as factors to tailor

its communication for Surf.

Confident but close-fisted

T
here are disturbing signs that,

with the victory of the Democ-

rats in the mid-term Congres-

sional elections, the US might

turn inwards. In this and the next col-

umn I want to discuss whether this is

likely, and if so, what it bodes for India.

The signs of weariness in the US with

the outside world are related to both for-

eign trade and foreign policy. I begin

with trade as this is the most immi-

nent threat and would be of serious con-

cern for India. These are still straws

in the wind, but influential Democ-

rats have recently suggested that

even if a Doha agreement is reached,

they might vote it down because it

will not incorporate the labour and

environmental standards they want.

There is also growing concern that

the new fast track authority the US

administration is seeking to complete

the Round will not be granted with-

out adding the requirements for these

standards to be incorporated in any mul-

tilateral trade agreement. 

Against these trends there seems to

be growing bipartisan support for the

acceptance of the various bilateral trade

agreements the US has already nego-

tiated, primarily with a number of Latin

American countries. But taken to-

gether these are still worrying devel-

opments. As trade analysts have

pointed out, bilateral trade agreements

are inferior to multilateral agreements.

By fragmenting rather than integrating

world trade through their complex sys-

tems of rules of origin—which are re-

quired to keep their promised gains

of tariff-free access to the partners—

they have led to a “spaghetti bowl” which

can destroy the multilateral trading sys-

tem. Moreover, these bilateral agree-

ments allow the strong to coerce the

weak. The multilateral WTO system,

with its dispute settlement mechanism,

by contrast, offers protection against

this coercion.

These demands for incorporating

labour and environmental standards

arise whenever the Democrats (at-

tempting to assuage their trade union

supporters) are in the ascendancy. It

happened with both Presidents Carter

and Clinton, and will become shrill if

a Democrat succeeds President Bush

to the presidency. Underlying the

popular appeal of these protectionist

demands (whose aim is to hamper labour-

intensive exports from developing coun-

tries) are developments in the US labour

market. From the late 1970s till about

1992 there was a fall in US real wages.

Thereafter, they have stagnated. Hence

there has been increased inequality

(in family income) since 1973. There

is growing agreement that these trends

are due as much to technology as trade. 

For, the world is undergoing another

industrial revolution, associated with

advances in communications. It is lead-

ing to a substitution of human for

fixed capital in industrial countries.

Their comparative advantage now

lies in producing skill-intensive serv-

ices, with labour- and capital-inten-

sive production moving to China and

India. Both trade and technology will

thus put a premium on skills in the West.

A signal for the acquisition of these skills

is a widening of skill differentials and

the stagnation of the wages of the

unskilled, or in the inflexible labour

markets of Europe to unemployment.

But, once the existing incentives to

acquire skills lead to the necessary

accumulation of human capital, the lev-

els of living of even those on the low-

est rung of the current income distri-

bution should rise. This process will,

however, take time, as happened in

Britain in the 19th century, when the

first industrial revolution was taking

place. From the still unsettled debate

it appears that living standards of the

poorest took a long time to rise as,

for instance, the handloom weavers

of the old “putting out” system were con-

verted into the factory workers of the

modern age.

To ensure a rapid adjustment to

today’s industrial revolution, the spread

of quality education to acquire the need-

ed skills is required. But the poorest

find it difficult because they are de-

pendent on the low-quality and dys-

functional public education system.

Milton Friedman’s last crusade was for

the introduction of vouchers for the

poor to purchase private education.

This needs to succeed, as it does in

India, if educational opportunities

are to be equalised and the poor are

to benefit from globalisation.

Meanwhile, the relatively unskilled

in the growing service economies of the

West will be protected by the dis-

tance which shelters domestic products

from foreign competition and makes

them “non-traded”. A hairdresser in

South Central L.A. is not going to see

his or her rates cut by competition from

barbers in Meerut. However, these per-

sonal services require both acquired

skills and personal attributes like

tidiness, punctuality, politeness and

trustworthiness. Mothers in Los An-

geles are hardly likely to employ a mem-

ber of the so-called “underclass” as a

baby sitter or housekeeper even she

is willing to accept the wages of a

maid in India. The reform of Western

welfare states, which have undermined

the Victorian personal virtues, is re-

quired to help these potential “losers”

from the current processes of globali-

sation. 

These required policy changes

are slowly taking place and, if the

current populist pressures can be fend-

ed off, should ease the domestic

pressures which are leading to the grow-

ing inward stance of US trade policy.

But, US trade policy will remain in-

coherent because of its continuing

adherence to the principle of reciprocity

(which looks upon foreign trade as a

zero sum gain). It has always re-

fused (even in the 19th century era

of free trade) to accept the indu-

bitable 

cast iron case made by classical econ-

omists for a unilateral reduction in trade

barriers as being in a country’s own in-

terests. China has, surprisingly, fol-

lowed this advice, and carried out

one of the largest unilateral trade

liberalisations since the British upheld

this correct principle by the repeal of

their Corn Laws in the 19th century. In-

dia, sadly, has not followed suit.

So, in the face of this likely in-

ward turn in US trade policy, there are

two actions that India needs to take.

First, it should walk away from any

agreement in the Doha Round which

trades off access to US and EU mar-

kets for labour and environmental stan-

dards. Second, if the US and the EU re-

main and even become more protec-

tionist, instead of seeking bilateral trade

agreements, it should undertake

unilateral trade liberalisation—as this

is in its own interests, no matter

what others are doing. 

I
t’s not silly to ask what in return the

Indian IT industry might do for In-

dia, Amartya Sen told a packed hall of

industry folks in his keynote speech at

Nasscom’s annual summit in Mumbai

last week. “The country has made

huge contributions, even though they are

not often clearly recognised, to help

the development and flowering of the

IT industry.” 

What was Sen doing at a Nasscom

summit? Well, he was delivering the

keynote speech. As it happened, he

put the same question to himself. “When

the Nasscom invitation came, I thought

that this either indicated some mixing up

of my identity (“wake up, wake up,” I

wanted to say, “I teach non-IT subjects at

a university!”)”

“Or,” as Sen went on with an expression

that seemed to suggest mild befuddle-

ment, “Alternatively, it reflected gener-

ous interest of Nasscom leaders to reach

out (or, as my students say, “hang out”)

beyond their principality.

On a more serious note, Sen ar-

gued that his point was not that the IT

industry should do something for the

country at large, it does that anyway.

Instead, he stressed it could do more,

indeed in some ways, much more.

The night before, at a dinner host-

ed for him, Sen touched on the same point,

asking whether the Tunnel Effect was be-

ginning to play out in the context of

Indian IT and the rest of India. In a

Tunnel Effect, he said you usually feel

happy when a fellow passenger stuck

in the lane of cars next to you begins

to move. The reason is that you believe

at some point you too will move. 

But as time passes and you don’t move

at all, that happiness changes to frus-

tration, desperation and anger. So

while the rest of India might cheer the

IT industry for its achievements, the Tun-

nel Effect will start playing out soon,

as realisation dawns that the Effect is lim-

ited to one line of cars only. As is perhaps

already happening.

Sen’s presence reflects the increas-

ing concern within the industry that man-

aging success, perceptionally that is, may

not be that simple. “We are seeing the ear-

ly signs of a reaction,” Nasscom Presi-

dent Kiran Karnik told me. That’s not

news but the fact that the IT industry

is getting worried is. Two questions

possibly arise here. First, should the IT

industry care? And second, is the Indi-

an IT doing enough to counter this

perception? 

The first question is somewhat eas-

ily answered. The industry has little choice

but to demonstrate it cares. Else pre-

pare for more ugly fracas like the H D

Deve Gowda-N R Narayana Murthy face-

off. Even today, the Karnataka govern-

ment seems to loudly wonder why In-

fosys Technologies needs so much

land, particularly if it is going to be build-

ing massive five-star guest houses on their

premises.

Until the recent past, many IT com-

panies have taken the line that their

duty was to their shareholders and by

generating jobs and paying taxes, they

were doing their bit for society. That’s

changing. I asked both Jerry Rao and Ki-

ran Karnik whether there was agreement

on the fact that IT companies need to

do more grassroots corporate social

responsibility. Their answer is in the

affirmative—most Indian companies, pre-

sumably led by the larger ones, have

broader development on their radar.

The question now is, what is enough?

To backtrack a little, it’s not that the IT

industry and its founders are not doing

enough. There are specific examples like

the massive Learning Guarantee and

Child Friendly School programmes driv-

en by the Azim Premji foundation. Or Ra-

malinga Raju’s own Byrraju Foundation,

which, among other initiatives, is help-

ing create the “second” level of outsourcing,

from cities to villages in Andhra.

And there are the modest exam-

ples. In Mumbai, Mphasis (now part of

EDS) employees take classes  in municipal

schools in a north Mumbai suburb.

The effort began with school children vis-

iting the offices, and contributions. In-

cidentally, it was Mphasis founder Jer-

ry Rao’s idea to make Nobel laureate

Amartya Sen the keynote speaker at this

year’s Nasscom event. 

Some of this is more than what the

traditional manufacturing industry has

been doing. And yet, many would ar-

gue that IT has to give back much

more. It may feel singled out, but that’s

how it happens to be.

The industry is meanwhile trying

to get some statistics in order. A joint Nass-

com-Crisil study to be released shortly

will highlight the “multiplier economic

impact of the linkages and induced im-

pact through consumption spending

by IT-ITES professionals”—essentially, a

quantified sketch on what Indian IT

has done for India so far. My own

sense is that this is useful but will only go

some of the way. A fact that most industry

leaders only recognise too well. Credit at

this stage must obviously be for effort

already made.

If all this fails, there is tradition. Amartya

Sen says love for mathematics has in-

spired so many young Indians through-

out history, and which is important in

many different ways, for the efficacy

of IT operations.  And a final gem from

him. “The general maths-friendliness

of Indian intellectuals is relevant here:

according to some accounts, the math-

ematician Bhaskara even tried to con-

vince his daughter Lilavati that if she came

to master mathematical puzzles then she

would be highly popular when she

went to parties, which seems to me be, to

say the least, a little doubtful.” 
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